**IJ-40**

**DIGITAL FRANKING MACHINE**

The Neopost IJ-40 is the professional choice for ease-of-use and advanced functionality.

- Quiet operation with one-touch controls
- Integrated weigh platform for accurate rate calculation
- Envelope processing speeds of up to 65 lpm
- 5 programmable presets to automate frequent jobs

**MODULAR TECHNOLOGY THAT GROWS WITH YOUR BUSINESS**

The optional Neopost AutoFeed automatic envelope feeder allows you to process batches of envelopes in next to no time.

**CREDIFON®: THE FAST, SIMPLE POSTAGE RE-CREDITING SYSTEM.**

Many re-crediting systems are slow and complicated, often requiring long calls. The IJ-40 helps you avoid all that. Neopost’s Credifon® system refills your machine with postage in just a few key strokes, getting you back to business in seconds – 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

Just dial the number, punch in your pin and key in the value. It couldn’t be simpler! Credifon® remote recrediting is operated by Neopost over a premium rate phone line charged at £1.50 per minute including VAT (£1.28 excluding VAT). Calls should last no more than 1 minute. You’ll receive full and accurate account statements for your postage charges.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**SYSTEM DIMENSIONS**
- Base: 385mm x 250mm x 360mm
- Weight: 8.8kg
- Including AutoFeed: 590mm x 250mm x 360mm
- Weight: 12.2kg

**ELECTRICAL**
- Power requirements: Operates on 240V, 50/60Hz mains
- ENERGY STAR® Compliant

**PERFORMANCE**
- Speeds: Up to 65 envelopes per minute

**FEATURES**
- Label dispenser: Up to 50
- Job memory: Up to 10
- Slogans: 8
- Mini dies: 3
- Text messages: 5
- Departments: 35

**ENVELOPE SPECIFICATIONS**
- Minimum-maximum length: 125mm-381mm
- Minimum-maximum width: 76mm-381mm
- Thickness: 10mm (6mm with AutoFeed)

**OPTIONS**
- AutoFeed
- Weigh platforms: 2kg, 5kg or 10kg
- Electronic scales: 3kg, 5kg or 10kg

**WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST?**

Neopost is the European leader and a leading worldwide provider of mailing and logistics solutions. Our innovative products and services bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing process to make your business run more effectively.

We value your mail.
Conveniently compact and easy to use, the IJ-40 boasts many of the features you’ll find on larger machines. An automatic label dispenser is included as standard and Neopost AutoFeed can be added as your mailing needs grow.

No more fuzzy franking marks. The IJ-40’s advanced inkjet technology produces a crisp, clear frank and a clean, positive message about your company. Your envelopes can be used as selling tools, with the IJ-40 storing a selection of customised marketing slogans. You can get it to print new text messages any time you like.

No more “GUESS THE WEIGHT”
People often guess the weight of unusual packages – and waste money on over-stamping. The IJ-40’s integrated, electronic weigh platform allows you to check the weight of envelopes and packages and then automatically applies the correct postage. You can even weigh a selection of items using differential weighing – just place the items on the weigh platform and it will calculate the weight of each individual item as you send it for franking.

Professional Image
The IJ-40 is 100% inkjet and 100% digital, which gives you superbly crisp, clean impressions. Up to ten customised slogans can be loaded from memory cards and you can add your company name, greetings, marketing slogans – even logos and photographs.

Recharging Postal Costs Made Easy
The IJ-40 allows you to easily recharge your postal costs, either to other departments or to customers, with mail accounting capabilities for up to 35 accounts. Accounting records can be printed onto franking labels or through an external printer.

The Simple Solution to Awkward Shaped Parcels
Additional scales can be interfaced with the IJ-40 for large, irregular shaped packets and parcels of more than 2 kg – and you don’t even need stamps! A built in label dispenser enables the IJ-40 to print onto a self-adhesive strip, making it easy to apply to larger items.

Unparalleled Ease of Use
The IJ-40’s easy-to-read display and one-touch controls make operating easy, while long-lasting ink cartridges are a snap to replace. Logos and slogans can be uploaded from digital memory cards, which are also used to update postal rates when they change.

Reduce Waste – Prints Exact Postage, Whatever the Size of your Mail Piece
Save Time Using Differential Weighing
Add Marketing Messages to your Envelopes
Fast Printing of Franked Labels for Parcels and Packages
Analyze, Control and Allocate Postal Costs for up to 35 Accounts
Easily Upgrade to a Complete Mailroom Solution